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Record of Domestic Management Group dated 18th May 2012 
 
Present: Kirsty Clarke GBWR Head of Operations KC 
   Patty Cornelius GBWR Team Manager PC 
   Richard Allcroft GBWR Trustee RA 

  Lee Stutely GBWR RSO / West Coast Crash Club Rep LS 
  Jim Dearing Cardiff Pirates JD 

     Anthony Stackhouse North Wales Dragons TS 
   Rebecca Daley North Wales Dragons RD  
   Mike Streeter LWRC MS 
 
  1. Apologies 

Daniel Hook GBWR Corporate & Membership Secretary DH 
Lyn Collins GBWR Head Official LC 
Michael Spence GBWR Trustee MSp 
Noel Thomas Bulls NT 
James Needham East Midland Marauders JN 
David Smart East Midland Marauders DS 
Claire Lincoln Caledonian Crushers CL 
Chris Perkins West Country Hawks CP 
Garrett Culliton Gaelic Warriors GC 
Bev Everton RSO BE 
Amanda Thomas RSO AT 

  
2. Review of Minutes and Actions from Last Meeting 
2.1 We are still clarifying classification pathway with Sarah Leighton (SL).  There will be a clinic at the 

Nationals and we hope to have a pathway defined by September 2012 
ACTION: KC / SL  

2.2 SU Games went very well.  33 people's contacts gained (potential players, physios and support staff) 
2.3 Sport England is yet to confirm funding to support English players who play in Wales or Scotland. We 

cannot utilise Sport England funds for clubs that are not within England. KC is still looking for 
clarification. Welsh clubs are looking at English bases, for example, Pirates looking at training venue 
at University of Gloucestershire. 
ACTION: KC to confirm with Sport England 

2.4 Pirates’ players availability for SS3 and Nationals we will discuss later. 
2.5 Massage - if there is local support where events are being held, we will work with those groups.   
2.6 KC has had no contact with Germany yet with coaching pathway.  PC to forward USA elite coaching 

pathway recently posted on their website. 
ACTION: PC / KC 

2.7 Spectators at Super Series - group from Cheltenham Star Centre came to SS2. 
2.8 NAIDEX - 2 athletes attended to provide support along with LS, BE and AT. 
2.9 DS has sent low point tournament proposal to the DMG. To be reviewed later in the meeting 
2.10 Bulls and Crushers discussions about a joint training/development weekend - two teams need to 

discuss.  Glasgow wants to chat with Dragons as well.  TS is keen to discuss also.    
ACTION: Bulls / Dragons / Crushers 

2.11 Portfolio for the £8 million has been delayed and information will be released on Tuesday 22 May as 
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to what can come from this. 
ACTION: KC to send out portfolio when available 

2.12 KC is working on what our safeguarding looks like and CRBs - KC waiting on RFU to come back to her.   
ACTION: RFU / KC 

  
3. Super Series Update: 
3.1 SS1 Evaluations – Summary:   

- Teams asked for more athlete friendly catering options.   
- If a team pulls out of a league day, look to have a game happen in some capacity.   
- Support spectators that show up.   
- Engage with local clubs for anything they want additional for SS in their hometown. 
- Biggest cost was officials (accommodation and travel) and then venue hire.  This is to be 

expected.   
KC asked teams to please review full summary of evaluations on website and provide KC with any 
additional feedback.   
ACTION: Club Reps offer additional feedback on SS1 summary and also complete evaluation for SS2 

3.2 KC will prepare something similar for SS2.   
- KC does review feedback and GBWR does take all feedback into consideration.   
- When completing evaluations - It is fine if one person completes or if teams do as a group.   
- GBWR does try to incorporate the suggestions.  
- Question asked by KC – Were there any additional suggestions from SS2 
- MS highlighted when it comes to the food we are never going to be able to please everyone.  

Didn't hear many complaints from his team.   
- TS felt it was a better weekend then before.   
- Hotel - booking (MS) had a problem with booking because of his team and different financial 

situations within the team.  LS felt the prices were great.  TS felt it was one of the best hotels 
we have used.  KC shared that we do go and check out hotels in advance.  The DMG felt the 
hotel was good for accessibility.  Nice/easy drive to the venue.  KC noted that all factors need 
to be considered when selecting a hotel (parking, rate, meals, accessible rooms, distance 
from venue etc.). 

- LS noted that the schedule was still not correct as far as the pool set up for the schedule.  PC 
noted that LC was working to ensure everyone played everyone at least once and that she 
noted her error in setting up the schedule originally.  Teams were concerned because certain 
teams will always be stuck in a pool with 1 or 2 of the same teams.   

ACTION: KC / PC / LC to review future schedules with DMG 
ACTION: KC to produce SS2 Evaluation 

3.3 SS3 – 2 - 3 June.  Info pack will be sent out by the end of today (Fri 18 May).   
- We have reserved 55 rooms provisionally.  The group said that teams liked Copthorne from 

last year.  JD said his team wanted to go back.  London didn't stay at Copthorne last year, but 
ended up with some problems with the Premier Inn.  Premier Inn is closer, but Copthorne 
hotel has good parking (JD) and (LS) said good social space in the lobby/bar which Premier 
Inn doesn’t.   

- The Copthorne will hold rooms until next Friday 25 May.   
- There are 8 accessible - 4 rooms are adjoining with another standard double with the other 4 

having two adjoining standard doubles.  
- One accessible room per team - All agreed.   
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- BB £60 for single & £70 for twin/DBB £80.00 & £110 for DBB for twin.  
- Breakfast - 6:15 on Saturday and 6:30 on Sunday.  Lunch - times not confirmed yet with the 

venue.  Hot and cold options available.  LS and RD said hot option is not necessary.  With a 
cold option they can graze when they want.  DMG wants cold option.  The DMG agreed 11am 
- 1:30pm is a good lunchtime.  KC to secure this. Looking to do a ticketing system to make 
sure all get fed as per team sheet.   

- Storage areas - people are happy with the storage area for chairs at SS2.  All are happy with 
this instead of changing rooms.  We will have changing rooms available if people want/need.   

- Access to venue on Friday evening is best for London.  KC will check on this with the venue 
and confirm times it will be open.   

- LC sent PC the draft schedule.  PC to forward to KC so she can send to teams to review.   
ACTION: KC to confirm catering / Friday access 
ACTION: PC to send KC schedule 
ACTION: KC to produce SS3 Information Pack with Schedule, DH to circulate 
ACTION: Club Reps to review schedule 
ACTION: Club Reps to book accommodation 

  
4. Competitions and 12/13 League 
4.1 April - October - teams are happy with this as a season for 2012 - 2013.   
4.2 KC discussed setting up a working group with a rep from all of the clubs to discuss exactly what 

people want for the future for the league (how to run, rules, competition format, who can play and 
who cannot play, etc).  KC stressed having teams participating is KEY to pulling this together.   
ACTION: KC / Club Reps to establish working group 

4.3 PC suggested holding as a special DMG with only the League as the focus and keeping in a central 
location for easy access for all teams.   JD suggested DMG after Nationals meeting.  DMG decided 
Wednesday 6 June - discuss league for 12/13 season in Birmingham.  Then this information could be 
fed back at the AGM.   
ACTION: DH to book Copthorne for next meeting 

4.4 LS suggested looking at a central venue for all SS/league games.  Somewhere in the Midlands.  (LS has 
heard this is a preference from several teams).   

4.5 DMG is happy leave the League rules as they are in reference to adding players at the last minute in 
the middle of a tournament.  All potential players must be submitted when the roster is turned in 
prior to the tournament.  

4.6 The DMG discussed the Dragons request over the league weekend of adding Scott Turner (ST) to their 
Team Sheet on day 2.  Several DMG members thought it has been 2 years since his classification and 
unless there is clear rationale as to why we shouldn’t provide another classification opportunity we 
will offer this and Dragons may consider submitting his name for Nationals.   
ACTION: PC/KC to have a discussion with SL to confirm circumstances around ST’s last 
classification.  Need to confirm if he is still eligible.   

4.7 London has a player who is borderline for classification.  TS said you must be realistic when giving a 
provisional classification to your athletes before they get an opportunity to be seen.  The DMG 
suggested that Justin Frishberg (JF) send out an email to DMG and ask their thoughts on this athlete 
playing until he gets an opportunity to be seen by the classifiers.  The DMG suggested that JF must 
put a deadline for a response from DMG.   
ACTION: JF to e-mail, Club Reps to reply 
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5. Young Players 
5.1 GBWR Insurance now covers 9 year olds and up with full membership benefits. 

5.2 Competition - The group discussed if these athletes could play in the League.  
- MS feels we need to give them an opportunity.  JD - agrees that it will be good for the sport.  

LS - Crash are happy to have the young players participating.   
- Teams need to decide when they put the athlete in the game for safety reasons.  TS said that 

they wouldn’t put a youth player in a game that was tight.  It would likely to happen with 
there is a big spread of the score.  The DMG mentioned there is a big difference between 10 
year olds and 14 year olds.  TS feels there needs to be an understanding with other teams.  
Teams, along with parents need to take responsibility for their young players’ access to 
competition only playing them when appropriate.   

5.3 Teams asked how we classify young people. 
- TS suggested the athletes play at given class, but they are considered a junior.   
- Teams to make the decision as to what they think the athlete should be. The DMG suggested 

we don't do classification at this time until the athlete turns 14 years old.  Teams decide the 
designate classification prior to that time.     

- Clubs need to take responsibility to ensure safeguards.  If the athlete is under 16, they must 
travel with a parent and have a sign off from the parent for league weekends.  (Safeguarding 
issue that needs to be discussed further). 

ACTION: PC/KC will speak to SL and Tom Mitchell to get suggestions from them.   
ACTION: LS to review Europe rules (Germany) and PC to look at USQRA and email Poland and 
review CN rules to see how these countries handle youth athletes.   
ACTION: Clubs need to manage young people within their teams obtaining Parental/Guardian 
consent for the young person to compete.  

  
6. Club Affiliation 
6.1 No major changes to this.  Simon Le Fevre (SLF) is leading on this.  New suggestions will be discussed 

at the June AGM.  KC was keen that this was something the clubs got and understood and it was real 
to them.  They need to understand how it affects day to day running of their club.  Position we are 
currently in around membership is still something SLF is looking at.  A constitutional voting model is 
still being looked at.  We need details on how this affects clubs.  The action has been more of a 
complicated process then we thought.  

6.2 SLF will present at AGM what this will look like (several options) and then the AGM will review and 
decide which option is best.  Then we do a 1 - year trial and sign off on best model for 2013.  
Something will be sent out prior to AGM for teams to review and provide feedback.  We will then trial 
and then come to an agreement at 2013 AGM.    
ACTION: SLF to present options at June AGM, AGM to vote 

6.3 We need to clarify what it means for teams to be under the banner of GBWR and what do teams 
expect from the NGB.  - What is GBWR doing and not doing?  Sill lots of work to be done on this but 
KC wanted to update the group.  Our preference is for SLF to provide the options with the minutes.  
KC to confirm if this can be done in time. 
ACTION: SLF / KC 

6.4 Clubs may also need to look a little more into First Aiders etc 
ACTION: KC support club development possibly use Clubmark models for roles etc 

  
7. Event Update 
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7.1 SU Games  
- Very positive event.  MS was a big help.  Paul Shaw and MS did a great job with this.  We 

should continue to be a part of this event in the future.  The sessions were fun and this is the 
preference for future as opposed to formal competition.   

- LS said the spinal units don't like the competition.  The participants want to have fun.   
- We got 30 contacts (Names, contact details and postcodes).   
- There were 2 −4 development players on first day to help run the event.  The timing of the 

Test Event didn't help with gathering large numbers of players to help.   
- There was great interaction with development players and participants. Participants were 

able to interact about real life stuff and the team was able to answer their questions.  Player 
input makes such a difference (MS).   

- By the last few sessions had the same return participants.   
- Number of individuals from the Military who knew they will not classify still want to 

participate somehow. Keen for routes into coaching or recreational play 
7.2 Naidex  

- Bev Everton, LS and Ships attended.   
- Most participants were based around the Birmingham/Midlands area.  We got a few names. 

Groups were either too able or too disabled. They did more promoting of the sport then 
recruiting.   

- We tried this event out to see how it would go and then we only did one day as the event 
was not appropriate for recruiting.  The event also wasn't as busy as past years.  For future 
we will look at wheelchair sports event specific events as this was people just coming for 
disability equipment.  

7.3 Low Point Tournament  
- Dave Smart (DS) sent a proposal.   
- He asked the group to discuss not allowing GB or ex GB to participate.  Wants the event to be 

purely development / emerging.  The athletes can have more fun but it can be competitive.   
- One - day event.   
- DMG was happy with the breakdown and mixing of teams proposed by DS.   
- TS wanted to confirm his youth athlete could play and the DMG agreed.   
- Payment:  Each club could supply 1 TO and development officials.   
- The DMG agreed teams would bring their own lunch.   
- Payment of officials is a new thing with GBWR.  DMG asked why they are expecting to be paid 

when in the past they didn't.   
- PC mentioned that LC wants to run an officials' clinic alongside this event.  PC to request that 

LC send an email to the DMG about her training proposal for the tournament.  PC will request 
this to come by Friday 19 May.   

- DMG said yes to do the tournament.   
- No need to have branding and that type of support from GBWR.   
- DMG just needs to confirm officials and the preferred option. 
- See proposal from DS   

ACTION: DH to send out team lists to the groups by next DMG.  This will allow all to be ready to go 
after the next DMG meeting 

7.4 Christmas Tournament  
- MS said he doesn't think the date is set with Stoke yet.    

MS suggested that this should be a standing tournament that eventually could be open to other 
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countries like Bernd Best.   
ACTION: MS to confirm booking with Stoke   

  
8. International Influence 
8.1 RA outline circulated 
8.2 There was discussion of the upcoming IWRF General Assembly.  LS noted that the proposed motions 

were on the IWRF website.  RA encouraged the DMG to read and feedback any questions or 
comments to him.  He also mentioned if anyone hadn’t seen the new IWRF website, they should 
check it out as it was full of resources.   
ACTION: DMG to read through proposed motions and send any feedback to RA 

8.3 RA reviewed who was on the GBWR International Committee – John Timms (European Competitions 
Officer), Ross Morrison (IWRF Athlete Rep), SL (European Zone head classifier), RA (IWRF Technical 
Delegate for the 2012 Games), JF (IWRF Classification committee) and David Pond (Committee 
Chairman). 

8.4 RA is also running for an IWRF board position.  He noted that the Board was heavy with North 
American representation and few from the UK and Europe.     

8.5 RA noted that the DMG was a good forum to discuss new motions that have come along and can 
discuss motions GB wants to put forward. RA shared that the IWRF prefers countries to trial rule 
proposals/changes for one year before putting forward 

8.6 RA and David Pond will represent GB at the General Assembly at the CN Cup in June.   The DMG asked 
RA to feedback the results of the meeting at the AGM in June. 
ACTION: RA 

8.7 RA mentioned UK Sports’ mission: events, international relations and the World Class Programme.  
- The DMG asked if that meant that UK Sport would potentially fund club level events.  RA 

stressed that their support of events had to be linked to performance and events must be 
internationally sanctioned.   

- GBWR is working to put on a joint wheelchair rugby event with the 2015 World Cup (IRB/RFU 
partnering on hosting this event) 

  
9. Officials’ Update 
9.1 LC was not present and was unable to connect via Skype as originally planned.   
9.2 PC will ask her to email the DMG by the end of the day on Friday 18 May with her proposal for an 

officials training during the low point tournament. 
ACTION: PC/ LC 

  
10. AOB 
10.1 Pirates are doing some school programmes soon.  JD asked if there is some type of template that 

London could share for running school programmes?  Most are run off the cuff (MS).  MS suggested 
doing a basic talk on the sport and disability, a health and safety discussion and then basic skills.  

- We could include this info at a future DMG 
10.2 JD also raised Aaron Phipps and Dave Anthony will be playing at the SS3 and National, could we 

confirm as this is currently anecdotal. 
ACTION: KC to confirm 
[Post meeting note: Confirmation of Aaron and Dave’s inclusion circulated to DMG] 

10.3 Clubs are keen to have Gala dinner and awards for the Saturday of the Nationals. Awards will include 
Best in class (x7), Volunteer of the Year, MVP, ‘Born to be Wild’. 
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Individuals will pay for the dinner via hotel when booking room 
KC shared Club Leaders details – English clubs are to look at the offer and come back to KC with who 
will lead on from the club if they are interested in taking part. We are looking to put in place a 
mechanism that we can ensure that where English clubs are mentored they can support our clubs in 
the other countries 
ACTION: DMG reps 
[Post meeting note: Club Leaders details circulated to DMG] 

  
11. DONM 
11.1 Wednesday 6 June 2012 – Birmingham. Topic will be how clubs want to run the league in the future. 

 


